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Another Name for Power 
Struggle and Choice in 
Asia-Pacific: Corridors
The post-Cold War world has entered a peri-

od that can be considered quite critical. Proxy 

wars, nuclear weapons in the indirect con-

struction of the new international system by 

hybrid wars, and the discourse of the 3rd World 

War began to be used much more frequently. 

In this power struggle, which shows itself in the 

context of unipolarity and multipolarity, Asian 

geopolitics has gained more significance with 

the current and potential crisis areas that have 

started to demonstrate themselves in Europe 

and the Pacific.

In this power struggle, which also shows its ef-

fect on the rimland in the context of land and 

maritime geopolitics, “corridors” appear as the 

main routes leading to the heartland in the 

multidimensional search for security.

It is seen that one of the main targets of the 
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Russia-Ukraine War was the People’s Republic of China and 

in this context, the corridors. At this point, as much as the un-

certainty about the future of the Belt Road Project, the density 

on the current routes and the destabilizing activities targeting 

these routes, security problems and increasing concerns push 

Afro-Asia, the “World Island”, especially the Asian region, to new 

searches.

To put it more concretely, for example, China provides the 

needs of the Russian Federation, which is disconnected from 

the European Union through the northern corridor which it uses 

at full capacity.

Faced with a heavy embargo after the invasion of Ukraine, Rus-

sia supplies almost everything it needs through China. For this 

reason, all railway capacity to Russia is filled by China. There-

fore, it is thought that China will not want to invest more in the 

Northern Corridor and will not expand the corridor, since it has 

already reached full capacity after the Russia-Ukraine war.

Thanks to the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), oil 

shipments from the Middle East to China decreased from 12,070 

kilometers to 2414 kilometers and with the completion of the 

Corridor, the trade integration between China, South Asia, Cen-

tral Asia, the Middle East and Europe will increase significantly. 

In this respect, Gwadar Port stands out as the “heart of the in-

itiative”.

Although Beijing uses the southern corridor to transport Chi-

nese goods to the EU by sea, it can be stated that this causes a 

loss of time and high costs.

The Middle Corridor project, on the other hand, seems to be a 

logical and advantageous project compared to other alterna-

tives.

In addition to this, while Central Asian countries have to devel-

op trade with China due to their economic dependence, it is 

observed that China prefers resource diversity for its supply 

and/or demand security. In this context, in order not to be de-

pendent on a single route, Beijing is expected to see the Middle 

Corridor, which is currently unknown from which countries it will 

consist of, as route diversification, like energy policy.

It is thought that diversifying routes in the Middle Corridor for 

China, although it is attractive in terms of creating alternatives, 

brings some difficulties. In this context, regional cooperation to 

be carried out under one of the regional states on the subject 

will enable to overcome these difficulties.

In addition, the fact that the realization of the TAPI (Turkmeni-

stan – Afghanistan – Pakistan – India) project financed by the 

Japan-backed Asian Development Bank will provide an advan-

tage to India, which Beijing sees as its rival, brings to mind the 

fact that it may be effective in China’s orientation to the Middle 

Corridor.

In addition, as partly stated above, it is noteworthy that the USA 

openly targets China in the new geopolitics formed by the RF-

Ukraine war. The USA is planning to hold the East China and 

South China Seas of China with AUKUS and to control the Indian 

Ocean part, which is the other energy supply route of China, 

in other words, the line stretching from the west of the Strait of 

Malacca to the Arabian Sea.

On the other hand, it has been noticed for a long time that 

China is trying to break this effect with the interventions, aid 

and agreements it has signed with the countries located on 

the said sea line and rimland (especially Iran, Pakistan, Myan-

mar, which has a border to China and ocean exit). On the other 

hand, counter-movements against these attempts of China 

have started with the new uncertain period in Afghanistan and 

the political design processes of the countries in the region 

close to China, especially Sri Lanka. It is predicted that this will 

lead to a new geopolitical construction process in the region, 

including other countries in the upcoming period.

In this equation, it is evaluated that there will be a security prob-

lem in the East Sea part of China and this road may be closed 

to all kinds of traffic after a while, as a result of this, Pakistan and 

India will come to the fore, and therefore geopolitical compe-

tition in the Indian Ocean may escalate in the very near future.

The developments in Sri Lanka constitute a significant starting 

point for this process, and it is anticipated that other countries 

will follow along with the Myanmar problem, which has a ten-

dency to deepen and expand in the region. At this point, coun-

tries such as Bangladesh, Thailand, Laos, Cambodia and Nepal 

come to mind first. Therefore, for China, the land-sea corridors 

that it is trying to establish in the “Indian Ocean-Basra-Red Sea 

Line” are faced with great risk and uncertainty. Therefore, it is 

predicted that cheaper and safer land transportation will gain 

importance.
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For this reason, it seems that the implementation of unfinished and uninitiated projects in the region as soon as possible has started 

to gain importance not only in terms of the region but also in terms of China. In this context, the implementation of the Trans-Afghan 

Project in the construction of a larger-scale corridor that can extend to the Caucasus and Europe via the Caspian, which is a candidate 

to connect Central Asia and South Asia in the main, is now an inevitable need.

In this regard, relations with Afghanistan and Turkmenistan become prominent for Pakistan. Turkmenistan, which has started to open up 

to the world, has the capacity to provide all necessary support. An example of this is already seen in TAPI.

The other two key countries are undoubtedly Pakistan and India. Cooperation between the two countries will not only extend Afghan-

istan, but will also facilitate the Central Asian states to establish and develop bilateral relations with these countries, and will also 

strengthen their maneuver power against other regional-global powers.

At this point, for the welfare and future of Pakistan, it is inevitable that at least a part of the aforementioned corridor should be put into 

operation immediately, that it should be implemented as a joint consortium with the countries of the region and that the necessary 

financial support should be obtained from the global institutions and countries that provide financial support. This will be a comforting 

move for the countries of the region against the “financial monopoly” claims that China is trying to build on the countries of the region.

Considering the global economic depression, the increasing population, the climate crisis, the narrowing of food supply routes and the 

USA’s plans for China, at least one of the regional states should take the initiative.

In conclusion, the issue of “corridors”, whose importance-priority increased with the Russia-Ukraine War, emerges as the name of the 

new power struggle in the next period. The attacks targeting the Belt Road Project (as seen in the CPEC example), the uncertainty 

in the future of Russia, which is the backbone of the Northern Corridor, and even some unexpected consequences in the context of 

Russia-China relations raise question marks in the future of this route, which has already exceeded its capacity. Naturally, this seems 

to have pushed the Belt and Road Project carried out by Beijing into great uncertainty for the states of the region, especially China. 

Likewise, new instability and security problems in the line extending from the East China Sea to the Basra-Red Sea seem to hinder the 

search for corridors that encompass these regions. This issue underlies the silent concern and some searches against the Project or 

China. Therefore, it seems that it has become a necessity for the states of the region to put forward a stronger will to turn the current/

possible conjuncture in their favor and take the initiative. Centering South Asia-Central Asia-Caucasia as the safest route, the Middle 

Corridor emerges as a solution corridor that is the most open to cooperation between the states of the region and in this context, 

searches come to the fore with concrete project proposals. This corridor, which is also in the interest of China under the current condi-

tions, will form an important backbone in the process of building the Asia-centered new world order. It is undoubtedly of great impor-

tance that the countries of the region strengthen their will for cooperation in this context. The historical background of the region and 

its constructive values-heritage give it this chance. The region has no more time to lose.
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cally influenced nearly whole Eastern Asia, mainly Southern Asia 

and partly Middle Asia, is being tried to be established again 

through common projects in those regions.

As the economical-commercial aspect of the “Road and Belt 

Initiative” emerges as a soft power tool, here we witness that 

the name of Confucius, which has a global aspect, and nobody 

can object in the meaning of cultural-humanism, is selected 

carefully, and released as a common value to the market. Until 

yesterday, Confucius was accepted as one of the major set-

backs of the cultural revolution, yet today it has turned out to be 

the strongest name of the Chinese foreign policy.

Here, of course I mention the “Confucius Institute” established 

in 2004. The number of “Confucius Institutes,” which are in busi-

ness over 150 countries in the World, is in a tendency to increase 

dramatically. “Confucius Institutes,” whose number was 350 in 

2012 and arrived 550 in 2021, follow a parallel way with the in-

creasing power of China.

At the beginning, besides the “Confucius Institutes,” the educa-

tional and cultural policies that Beijing applied, makes China’s 

economic/commercial and political influence to be wider and 

stronger at the sphere of humanitarian/cultural aspect in the 

Middle Asia, Southern Asia and Eastern Asia. Moreover, including 

Russia, it is not expected that regional powers-actors could not 

compete with it.

This also refers to geo-cultural power struggles, and new fric-

tions in the next period. At that point, a struggle between Russia 

and China is unavoidable, and sincerely, developments in the 

recent period escalates this process and gives important clues 

for the near future.

Russian-Ukrainian War: New Name of the Fracture of the 

Russo-China Relations

Although Russian-Ukrainian War emerges as Russia-US/West 

aspect, it is a fact that China takes place in the center of it. 

However, the issue which is undermined is that this war uncov-

ers the true face of Russian-Chinese relations indeed. There-

fore, the truthfulness and future of Russo-China relations is di-

rectly related to the future of this war.

When we handle the Russian-Ukrainian War Subject in the con-

text of “Russian World” and “Chinese World” the issues below 

emerge:

of the “culture” as an element of soft power/struggle element 

and illustration of “language” as a dynamic/carrier element of 

culture.

Therefore, the clarification of the second issue is seen to de-

termine the name/actor of the first issue to a large extend. At 

that point, even the issue of having the argument of “common 

fate/the community of common fate,” open the cogency and 

sincerity of this discourse in the field up for discussion.

Thus, today the struggle for leadership issue in the transfer of 

“from opposing to challenging” at the point of the institution of 

the “hegemon ‘the other’ culture”, which is not expressed loudly 

today, has become an issue to be dwelled on. Because this 

struggle has started to have importance especially with the 

context of “lasting”, for the future of the “Another actors” among 

the “Others.”

Thence, when we look at the scene of the power struggles 

among the “Others,” starting from the “inner circles,” many re-

gions in the earth, in a more concrete expression, wandered 

from Asia-Pacific to Africa, to Latin America, we see a “wide 

common geography.”

“Chinese World” Against “Russian World” and the Explora-

tion of Confucius

In this new conjuncture, against the “Russian World,” which loses 

every day, and not including only Slavs, we witness the process 

of construction of the “Chinese World”, which shows its effect in 

the field step by step, in a slower way, and tries to replace the 

other one.

If a clearer explanation is needed, we face with a “Chinese 

World” Project, which included Western ideology-culture in its 

historical-cultural codes to a great extent against the “Russian 

World”, therefore aims to realize a construction and leadership 

of a World in a global sense with the understanding of “smart 

power.”

In this regard, it is needed not to see the Beijing’s return from the 

mistake of “Cultural Revolution”, which fasten on China’s histori-

cal and cultural values, basis; solely as her internal feud or as a 

part of the process of the construction of a new state-society 

understanding. This change-transformation process is related 

directly to China’s foreign policy goals and in that sense, we 

see that the hegemonic culture understanding, which histori-
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The Visible Face of “Closed Rivalry” be-

tween Russia and China: War of Culture

ANKASAM LOOK

ferent and a new meaning rather than 

“Opposition” in the sense of the “Others.”

Here there are two issues come to the 

forefront in the sense of the “Others”: 1. 

transfer from “resistance to challenge” 

towards the US/West and in this con-

text search for a new international sys-

tem through its own values against the 

Western values; 2. a struggle for leader-

ship among the “Others” and illustration 

In the recent period, it became more 

clear that Samuel P. Huntington’s “The 

Clash of Civilizations” thesis, which 

marked the first years of the Post-Cold 

War period, came into question as a 

“challenge” and “the sign/declaration of 

superiority” in the power struggle of the 

US followed in the process of the search 

for hegemon/building of the hegemon 

based on “identity”,  in the sense of the 

West and the “Others”, in fact it has a dif-
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Therefore, Moscow realizes the process towards “The more Confucius Institutes there are, the more support you can get from China.”

This issue is not only applicable for former USSR or Tsarist Russia’s area. It is also valid for regions previously controlled by Russia alone 

or together with China. At the forefront of these, of course, are the South Asian-East Asian Countries.

It is possible that Moscow noted Beijing’s call for border regulations to the Central Asian States (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan), 

including Russia, and emerges as a forced admission. Because with this move, the limits of RF’s power were also tested and China 

accelerated the process of increasing its influence in its own close environment, which also constitutes Russia’s close environment, 

through cooperation. Since then, the blood loss of Russia in the region continues.

To put it in conclusion; The Russia-Ukraine War appears as a litmus paper that accelerates Moscow’s realistic situation assessment 

process in the context of Russia-China relations. Russia faces the risk/threat of losing the power of being rivals to China not only with the 

economic-commercial sense, but also with the military sense. Cultural aspect is also included in this as referred above.
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1. Russian Federation (RF) wants to take place as a powerful and independent polar in the New World Order, constructing a new and 

powerful empire through the discourse of former Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR)/Tsarist Russia

2. To achieve this, Russia needs to include the territories of near abroad firstly, and then Eastern Bloc, which is nullified and had been 

historic, and finally the others. In that sense, Putin’s, and other RF officials’ expressions of the territories of the USSR as Russian land is 

quite important. Therefore, the idea of Putin, constructed over the discourse of Soviet and Tsarist Russia, was seen as the last way 

of the survival of Russia indeed.

3. The highlight on Soviets and Tsarism emerges as a product of the search for common identity.

4. In that sense, it should be avoided to evaluate the transform of the Russian nationalism in the ethnical sense. An identical/cultural 

aspect, which includes wider geography into an upper identity, is the matter of fact. The convenience, and encouragement for 

possessing citizenship/passport to the people who are subject to former Soviet/Tsarist Russia are confirming developments for 

the findings above.

5. Consequently, Russian-Ukrainian War emerges as a “war of identity” as well. Ukraine’s objection of RF’s discourse and claims and 

highlighting Kiev/Ukraine is important for this aspect.

6. It is certain that Russia’s new policy and war has Chinese aspect as well. Putin being successful is equal to China being smitten 

for her Western policy, apart from Russia, following an independent policy from China. Russia controlling her near abroad means 

China losing her near abroad in a vast scale.

7. Putin’s this aim does not overlap with the dream of Russia, who is worn, and sentenced to cooperate with China.

Central Asia in the Russia-China Rivalry

At this point, one should not ignore China’s approach and reaction to the “January Events” in Kazakhstan before the Russia-Ukraine War. 

The statement made by the Beijing administration regarding the invitation of the Collective Security Treaty Organization to the country 

so that the events would not spread further was almost equivalent to drawing a red line against Russia.

While this statement has been analyzed in many places as the Chinese administration’s view of Russia’s attempts to increase its influ-

ence on the former Soviet space as a threat to its own interests, it has also been important in terms of revealing the limits/limitation in 

the relations between the two great powers.

In a more concrete way, the main issue here is that, from the point of view of China, Kazakhstan’s underground, and surface riches, es-

pecially oil and natural gas, as well as Russia, which will increase its monopoly position on these, are equivalent to the fact that Beijing is 

seen as an obstacle. Because Moscow, which has increased its influence in the region, will also be decisive in the future of the projects 

that China has put into practice, especially the Belt and Road.

Moscow realizes this fact: China is not only constructing a sphere of influence with the aspect of solely economic/commercial and 

political relations in the former Soviet/Tsarist region. She uses in these countries also use the soft power elements, which constitute the 

weakest side of Russia and are almost impossible to compete in this sense, very effectively. While Russian schools were closing in the 

former Soviet area and Russian lost its old charm, the emergence of Chinese schools in different statuses, like mushrooms, is one of the 

most basic indicators of this. What’s more, Chinese is trying to replace Russian by leaps and bounds. The increasing number of Confu-

cius Institutes as well as Chinese schools in the region are considered as an indication of this.
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extends to the West through the Strait of Malacca. In addition to its geostrategic importance, the political-economic turmoil in the 

country deepens the global power struggle.

In June 2022, Sri Lankan President Gotabaya Rajapaksa officially declared that the national economy had “completely collapsed”, tem-

porarily appointed Ranil Wickremesinghe to replace Prime Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa, and expected support from international finan-

cial institutions, especially from India and China, to settle their debts. As a result of the mass protests triggered by the economic crisis 

in the country and the emergence of political corruption, both the head of state and the prime minister announced their resignation.

This crisis, which emerged in Sri Lanka and led to a popular coup, points to developments in Indo-Pacific geopolitics that will create a 

domino effect, as was recently seen in the examples of Myanmar and Pakistan. In other words, the coup in Sri Lanka may be the prec-

edent of new crises that will emerge in Indo-Pacific geopolitics and trigger many other crises consecutively.

Above all, the coup in Sri Lanka seems to be a reflection of US-China competition.[1]It is possible to say that China has managed to es-

tablish economic and political power in Sri Lanka, causing an immense debt burden in the last five years with the Belt and Road Initiative. 

It is considered that China, which took over the control of the most critical ports of the country, Colombo and Hambontata, for 99 years 

in return for Sri Lanka’s debt repayment, also developed symbiotic bonds with the Rajapaksa administration through these projects and 

made Sri Lanka dependent on China. Undoubtedly, China’s debt-trap diplomacy is viewed to be greatly effective in the formation of 

this dependence. Indeed, according to the Western claim frequently made, China has tried to obtain political gains or economic profit 

by debiting the Sri Lankan administration. [2]

The main factor that led to protests in Sri Lanka was China’s close relations with the Rajapaksa family. Accordingly, some of the Chi-

nese loans and commissions went to members of the Rajapaksa family. [3]As a result of the mass protests, the pro-Chinese Rajapaksa 

family was completely overthrown after Gotabaya Rajapaksa fled the country and resigned. Therefore, this coup also harmed China’s 

economic-political interests in Sri Lanka.

On the other hand, Ranil Wickremesinghe, who replaced Prime Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa and is known as a person who approves of 

relations with the US, could not resist the calls for resignation after his house was raided and set on fire during the protests, and stated 

that he would resign as soon as a temporary government consisting of all parties would be established. Wickremesinghe’s resignation 

may be in China’s interest. This is because Wickremesinghe had promised to negotiate with the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the 

World Bank and other lenders to be able to pay off foreign debt. This was another concern for China. The transparency required by 

these institutions could also reveal where Chinese loans and commissions had been transferred to. With Wickremesinghe’s resignation, 

this risk for China will disappear.

The main reason for the coup in Sri Lanka is that the country has become unable to pay its foreign debts, and China has a role to play 

in this. Therefore, a crisis and competition environment is present in the Indo-Pacific, which is also affected by China’s Belt and Road 

Initiative. What is worse is that these crises causally spread and trigger one another. Indo-Pacific geopolitics, where China’s economic 

projects are spreading and economic, security and political crises are seen intensively with the effect of global competition, should be 

evaluated as a whole. The military coup in Myanmar in 2021, the Taliban’s seizure of power in Afghanistan, the overthrow of the Imran 

Khan administration in Pakistan with a vote of no confidence, and finally the popular coup in Sri Lanka indicate geopolitical earthquakes 

that have emerged successively in the region extending from the Indo-Pacific to the West. The bilateral military-security-economic 

moves of the USA and China play a major role in the disruption of regional security.

The Washington administration, which set out with the slogan “Free and open Indo-Pacific”, acts together with India, Japan, Australia 

and other allies in order to temper China in the region and to form an axis of opposition. In doing so, it uses the concept of Indo-Pacific 

excluding China. This is interpreted as the US’ challenge to China in geopolitical terms. On the other hand, the concept of Asia-Pacific 

still evokes a geopolitical idea with Russia and China in mind. In short, the Indo-Pacific refers to a geopolitical conceptualization rooting 

from the US-China competition. In this geopolitical competition, which has evolved from the Asia-Pacific to the Indo-Pacific, it can be 
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Sri Lankan Coup: The Fu-
ture of Regional States in 
the Changing Geopolitics 
of the Indo-Pacific
Administration changes that occur as a result 

of social movements, protests and riots are of-

ten referred to as “color revolutions”. Change 

of administration resulting from the popular 

movement in Sri Lanka can be described as a 

“coup” with an eye on the effects of foreign ac-

tors and global competition. What we observe 

here is essentially a coup-crisis situation that 

can lead to geopolitical fractions. It is known 

that these color revolutions, or coups best 

said, were seen in Russia’s old sphere of influ-

ence in the recent past. Today, it is possible to 

talk about a chain of “color revolutions-coups” 

spreading rapidly in the geographies that Chi-

na’s Belt and Road Initiative addresses, espe-

cially in the Indo-Pacific region.

In this context, one of the most critical transit 

routes in the Indo-Pacific is Sri Lanka, which 

has witnessed the geopolitical power struggle 

between China, the United States (USA), Britain, 

India, Russia, Japan and other Western powers. 

This country acts as a “strategic hub” in the Blue 

Economy Corridor, which starts from China and 
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NATO’s New
Strategic Concept
The Madrid Summit, where the new Strategic 

Concept of the North Atlantic Treaty Organi-

zation (NATO) was adopted, which can be de-

scribed as the guide for the future course of 

action and adapted to the changing strategic 

environment, was held between 28-30 June 

2022. The new concept, whose preparato-

ry work started with the decision taken at the 

Brussels Summit in 2021 by the team appointed 

by the Secretary General from within and out-

side NATO, has been a subject that has been 

discussed on different platforms throughout 

the past year.

A meeting was held with the participation of 

the Presidents of Turkey and Finland and the 

Prime Minister of Sweden, hosted by the NATO 

Secretary General, on the evening before the 

summit meetings began. As a result of the 

meeting, a crisis that could be seen as a failure 

in the international community was averted 

before the meetings began, with the signing of 
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said that political-economic-security crises triggered by the external forces are intensively seen along with irregular wars, fourth-gen-

eration warfare techniques and hybrid warfare methods. The assassination of former Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe is the most 

recent example of this. Although it is claimed that this assassination was carried out on religious-denominational grounds, the inci-

dent might have had political-strategic aims. In other words, there may be extraterritorial actors behind the assassination who want 

Japan to pursue an active-aggressive foreign policy. Frequent recourse to such unregulated methods that may provoke states and 

peoples suggests that the power struggle in the Indo-Pacific will escalate further.

Indications that crises and geopolitical earthquakes will increase in the Indo-Pacific are not limited to these. As will be remembered, in 

June 2021, Chinese President Xi Jinping signed a directive allowing “non-war” military operations. [4]This decision has raised concerns 

that China may carry out an intervention against Taiwan in the future under the name of “special military operation”, just as Russia 

did against Ukraine. Allegations that China has begun to make military-security moves in its close quarters began to be expressed 

more strongly after the military coup in Myanmar in February 2021. [5]In foreign policy, China has traditionally adopted the principle of 

not interfering in the domestic affairs of other countries and respecting their sovereignty. However, it can be said that China seeks to 

support its recent global political and economic effectiveness obtained through the Belt and Road Initiative and debt trap diplomacy 

with military actions. In this sense, Beijing’s first staging ground may be its immediate vicinity, the Indo-Pacific geography.

[1] “Will China Subdue the United States without a Fight to Dominate the Indian Ocean?”, Harvard Univ., https://hir.harvard.edu/presi-

dent-xis-art-of-war-in-sri-lanka/, (Date of Accession: 15.07.2022).

[2] Ibid.

[3] Ibid.

[4] “Chinese Leader Xi Jinping Signs New Rules Governing ‘Non-War’ Military Operations”, RFA, https://www.rfa.org/english/news/china/

military-rules-06132022153121.html, (Date of Accession: 15.07.2022).

[5] “According to Experts, US-China Competition Triggered the Coup in Myanmar”, AA, https://www.aa.com.tr/tr/dunya/uzman-

lara-gore-abd-cin-rekabeti-myanmarda-darbeyi-tetikledi-/2130854, (Date of Accession: 15.07.2022).

[6] “Afghanistan: The Next Frontier for China’s Private-Security Companies?”, IISS, https://www.iiss.org/blogs/analysis/2021/10/afghani-

stan-the-next-frontier-for-chinas-private-security-companies, (Date of Accession: 15.07.2022).

[7] “India Keeps Close Watch as Wang Yi Visits Myanmar”, Economic Times, https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/

india-keeps-close-watch-as-wang-yi-visits-myanmar/articleshow/92624044.cms, (Date of Accession: 15.07.2022).
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TO’s stance in this field consists of a combination of nuclear, 

conventional and missile defense capabilities, in addition to 

the space and cyber capabilities added in the new concept. It 

is stated that this stance will be considerably strengthened to 

prevent any potential adversary, and to ensure this, a perma-

nent presence on land, sea and in the air, reinforced by inte-

grated air and missile defense, is stated.

Another point that draws attention in this chapter is; It is stated 

that Article 5 of the Atlantic Treaty will be invoked if malicious 

cyber and space activities target NATO territory or when hybrid 

attacks against the alliance reach an armed dimension.

Similar to the old concept, in the new concept, it is stated that 

the strategic nuclear powers of the alliance, especially the Unit-

ed States of America (USA), are the main guarantee of the se-

curity of the alliance, and that the independent strategic forces 

of the United Kingdom and France will also contribute to this, 

while at the same time, it has been stated NATO’s goal is a nu-

clear-free world

The section under the title of “Security through Crisis Manage-

ment” in the old concept was handled as “Crisis Prevention and 

Management” in the new concept. It was stated that the state 

of preparedness, military and civilian capabilities, and civil-mil-

itary coordination will continue to be improved, and this will be 

ensured through regular exercises.

In the new concept, while, it is stated that the partners make 

a significant contribution to the NATO-led crisis management 

and that assistance will be increased in the development of 

the security and capacity of the partners in the nearby geog-

raphy; “human security”, which was stated to be at the center 

of the approach to crisis prevention and management, which 

was not included in the old concept, took place in the new con-

cept, aimed at “protecting civilians/reducing the harm to be 

caused”.

In the old concept, “Collaborative Security”, which was dis-

cussed under the sub-headings (Arms control, disarmament 

and prevention of (arms) proliferation, Open Door (policy), Part-

nerships) under the title of “Supporting International Security 

a strategic area of   struggle, and its military integration in the 

Baltic Sea, the Black Sea, and the Mediterranean and Belarus 

conflicts with the security and interests of the alliance.

It is not surprising that the Arctic, which was not included in the 

2010 concept, was defined as a field of struggle in the new con-

cept. Recently, due to the melting of glaciers due to climate 

change, the northern route, whose frequency of use is increas-

ing day by day, and the energy problem experienced after the 

Russia-Ukraine War, are added to the high amount of energy 

resources located at the seabed. In the struggle over the Arctic, 

when the process is completed, NATO’s hand will be strength-

ened and competition will continue increasingly in the future, 

thanks to the membership of Finland and Sweden, and 7 of the 

8 members in the Arctic council are NATO member countries.

“Decisiveness to fight terrorism” is another issue that has been 

emphasized as in the old concept, the fragility and instability in 

Africa and the Middle East have been addressed as an issue 

affecting the security of alliance members and partners, the 

Sahel region, which was not included in the previous concept, 

was added to the areas of security, demographic, economic, 

and political struggle.

Again in this chapter, as expected, it is stated that China follows 

an ambitious and compelling policy that conflicts with the in-

terests, security, and values   of the alliance, and uses wide-rang-

ing political, economic, and military tools to increase its glob-

al footprint and transfer power it is stated that the deepening 

strategic partnership with Russia conflicts with the values   and 

interests of the alliance. While NATO’s uneasiness about the ris-

ing cooperation of Russia and China was described in several 

places throughout the concept as a “rules-based international 

order disruptor”, it was also included in the press statement of 

the Secretary-General.[4] In the remainder of the chapter, other 

topics such as cyberspace, technologies that restrict mobility 

in space, new and groundbreaking technologies, arms control, 

disarmament, and climate change are discussed.

“Deterrence and Defense”, which was a separate section in the 

old concept, was discussed in the first part of the “NATO’s Core 

Tasks” section in the new concept; It has been stated that NA-
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the trilateral memorandum of understanding, which would pave the way for Finland and Sweden to join NATO and address Turkey’s 

security concerns. In addition, after the message given by the European Union (EU) with the registration of Ukraine’s candidacy for full 

membership, an alliance image was displayed by NATO, showing that it maintains its solidarity against Russia.

Although the signed memorandum of understanding and the message against Russia are important and heavily featured in the 

media, it is also considered important to understand the Strategic Concept, which includes the basic principles adopted by NATO for 

the future, and its difference from the old concept, and to read between the lines.

At the press conference of the Secretary-General on the first day of the Madrid Summit meetings, in the preface of the new Strategic 

Concept, which was announced to have been accepted by the leaders of the member states, as expected, Russia’s aggressive atti-

tude towards Ukraine has seriously changed the security environment and an independent Ukraine has become Euro-Atlantic. It has 

been stated that it is of vital importance for the stability of the region. In addition, the collective defense was revised as “deterrence 

and defense”, which is the first of the three basic tasks in the old concept; While the second (crisis management) was revised as “crisis 

prevention and management”. It is seen that the third basic task, which is “security through partnerships”, remained unchanged. In 

the new concept; Although minor changes were made about the words in two of the main tasks, the tasks in terms of content did not 

change very comprehensively, and “investment in technological innovations, climate change, human security, women, peace and 

security areas”, which were not included in the old concept, were associated with each basic task.

If it is necessary to open a separate parenthesis on “climate change”, which is one of the fields in question; In the opening speech 

on “Climate Change and Security” before the summit meetings, the Secretary-General stated that “increasing understanding in this 

area”, “adapting the alliance” and “reducing our own emissions” are the three key issues on the subject..[1]

The purpose stated in the 2010 Strategic Concept in the section “Purpose and targets” [2]  is “to guarantee the independence and 

security of all its members in political and military terms”; In the 2022 concept, it has been revised as “providing collective defense 

against all kinds of threats from all directions (360 degrees)”.

360-degree approach; It is a concept frequently used by NATO officials and used to describe the alliance’s ability to deal with threats 

from different directions; It was used in 2015 at the same time as the tensions with Russia on the eastern flank of the alliance and 

the southern flank the increasing threat of terrorism and the migrant crisis originating from the terrorist organization  Daesh al-Iraq 

al-Sham (DEAS).[3] Considering that the Indo-Pacific, Arctic, and Sahel, which were not included in the old concept, are also included 

in the struggle areas specified in NATO’s new concept, the importance of the 360-degree approach for NATO for the future can be 

understood more easily.

The part, which was covered under the title of “security environment” in the old concept and where the conventional threat to NATO’s 

jurisdiction was specified as low, was considered the “strategic environment” in the new concept and Russia is the most significant 

and direct threat to the Allies’ security and to peace and stability in the Euro-Atlantic area, has been defined. In this chapter; deliberate 

activities and disinformation campaigns in space-cyberspace, where strategic rivals (Russia and China, who are not named) test 

NATO’s resilience, intervene in its democratic processes and institutions, and target the security of its citizens using hybrid tactics both 

directly and through proxies, instrumentalizes migration, manipulates energy resources and exerts economic pressure are specified.

Again in this chapter, it is emphasized that Russia is the direct and most important threat to the security of the Allies and the peace 

and stability in the Euro-Atlantic area, while it is stated that the alliance aims to destabilize the countries in the east and south. In addi-

tion, it is stated that Russia’s allied activities in the Arctic and its capabilities to prevent freedom of navigation in the North Atlantic are 
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India’s Recent Step: 
BIMSTEC
The 20th century, staging of an Atlantic-cen-

tered global order, has left its place to the 21st 

century, where Indo-Pacific-centered devel-

opments are experienced. This process, which 

started with the emergence of economic mo-

bility, dynamic population power and new ge-

opolitical regions, brought the countries of the 

region to the fore. Countries in the region such 

as China, India and South Korea have gained 

significant weight both regionally and globally 

and have become actors that play a decisive 

role in international relations.

While Asia was rising economically, politically 

and culturally on the one hand, it also faced 

the danger of instability. Especially, China, 

which entered into global competition with the 

USA, experienced an increasing conflict with 

Washington after 2016. Beijing, which expressed 

early its eagerness for becoming the leader of 

the world, quickly abandoned its policy of in-

clusivity and the peaceful rise and shifted into 

a period of strategic polarization. The new type 

of Cold War status quo between China and the 

USA has created challenges for the region as 

well as opportunities. Undoubtedly, India is one 

of the countries that take advantage of this op-

portunity.
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through Cooperation”, was handled separately in the new con-

cept. The “Open Door” policy was reaffirmed under the head-

ing. It was stated that the door of NATO is open to all European 

democracies that share the same values   with the members 

of the alliance, and it has been stated that third parties do not 

have a say in the process, since the decisions on this issue are 

taken by the NATO allies. In the same section, it was stated that 

the partnership with Bosnia-Herzegovina, Georgia and Ukraine 

will continue to be developed, and it was emphasized that the 

membership promise given at the 2008 Bucharest Summit for 

Georgia and Ukraine was stood behind.

In the same section, while emphasizing the importance of 

EU-NATO relations, attention was drawn to the complementary 

role of a stronger and more capable Europe, which contributes 

positively to transatlantic and global security, to NATO. After 

the “Strategic Compass” approved by the European Council in 

March and seen as an important step towards ensuring au-

tonomy in the defense/security field, the EU’s complementa-

ry role to NATO in Euro-Atlantic security is confirmed in NATO’s 

new Strategic Concept.However, the statement that it should 

be interoperable with NATO suggests that a complementarity is 

envisaged in such a way that it remains compatible with NATO 

rather than the EU creating its own defense identity.

Another issue under this title, which is not included in the old 

concept but is mentioned in the new one, is the importance of 

the “Indo-Pacific” region for NATO and the impact of the devel-

opments in the region on Euro-Atlantic security. Emphasis was 

placed on developing dialogue/cooperation with new and ex-

isting partners in the region. Considering the warmer waters in 

the Pacific, especially in the South China Sea, and the develop-

ments regarding Taiwan, and the participation of South Korea, 

Japan, Australia and New Zealand in a NATO summit for the 

first time in their history, the aforementioned statements are of 

great importance for NATO’s relations with the region in the fu-

ture. It can be considered as a hint that it will increase. Consid-

ering that the “out-of-area” missions such as combating piracy 

in Afghanistan and the Gulf of Aden, which have been carried 

out in the past, depend on the approval of the North Atlantic 

Council (NAC), this expression in the concept doesn’t mean that 

NATO will immediately be present in the Indo-Pacific region. It 

should be kept in mind that this means that it can be done as 

a result of consensus with all member states.

Under the title of “Ensuring the Continuous Success of the Alli-

ance”, the last part of the concept, emphasis was placed on 

defense expenditures and it was stated that NATO defense 

and security risks would be shared equally;  and expressed that 

for this the all necessary resources, infrastructure, capabilities 

and forces to implement the basic tasks and decisions taken 

would be provided. As stated by the Secretary-General at the 

press conference, the number of countries that reached the 

lower limit of 2% for the ratio of defense expenditures to the 

national budget, which is included in the “Defense Expenditure 

Commitment” of the member countries, is 9, and the number 

of countries that will reach until 2024 is 19, can be explained 

by the threat of Russia which increased with the Russia-Ukraine 

War. . However, when the issue is considered together with the 

post-pandemic economic environment, the increasing glob-

al inflation and the increase in Europe’s energy costs after the 

Russia-Ukraine War, it can be said that member countries will 

have difficulties in this.

As a result; It can be said that the new Strategic Concept re-

sponds to the recommendations and the general expectations 

formed. When the process is completed and Finland’s mem-

bership is achieved, NATO’s borders with Russia will expand, the 

military build-up made to the border member countries will 

increase considerably, and after Sweden and Finland’s NATO 

memberships, the turn of the move will pass to Russia. With the 

counter moves or moves from Moscova, an atmosphere that 

will return to the cold war environment will be created.

[1] “Opening Speech”, NATO, https://www.nato.int/cps/en/na-

tohq/opinions_197168.htm, (Date of Accession: 30.06.2022).

[2] “Strategic Concept 2010”, NATO, https://www.nato.int/cps/en/

natohq/topics_82705.htm, (Date of Accession: 01.07.2022).

[3] Wojciech Michnik, “Is NATO’s 360-degreeapproach enough 

to keep focus on the Eastern flank?”, New Eastern Europe, 4 

(XLVII) 2021, s.193

[4] “Press Conference”, NATO, https://www.nato.int/cps/en/na-

tohq/opinions_197292.htm?selectedLocale=en, (Date of Acces-

sion: 01.07.2022).
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The most substantial move against the idea that instability will spread throughout the region will be India’s offer to Pakistan to join 

BIMSTEC. Additionally, this action, which would broaden BIMSTEC’s geographical scope, will enhance India’s position in global affairs. 

Because BIMSTEC is an organization that India is the most dominant actor when we compare it to all other organizations in the world. 

The strengthening of this organization, which puts India at the center, will provide power to New Delhi in the first place. It will be expected 

that Pakistan will approve its entrance into this organization given the economic situation it is in.

As a matter of fact, it seems that both nations will concentrate on a shared future rather than on the issues encountered in the past 

because Shahbaz Sharif, Pakistan’s newly elected Prime Minister, sent peaceful messages to India via Twitter after the election and 

the Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi positively responded to these messages. This rapprochement will basically provide India with 

a more global field of action, not being stuck with regional problems. Pakistan, on the other hand, will have broken some economic 

monopolies by diversifying its foreign policy. Such a step to be taken in an environment of increasing competition and polarization will 

make a vital contribution to the regional security architecture.

[1] Ashok Sajjanhar, “India-Central Asia Dialogue Set to Open up Exciting Aeas of Partnership”, India Narrative, https://www.indianarra-

tive.com/opinion-news/india-central-asia-dialogue-set-to-open-up-exciting-areas-of-partnership-135949.html, (Date of Accession: 

07.07.2021).

[2] Devesh Roy-Mamata Pradhan-Ruchira Boss-Shahidur Rashid, “Conceptual Framework for Linkages and Partnerships in BIMSTEC”, IFRI, 

https://ebrary.ifpri.org/utils/getfile/collection/p15738coll2/id/135882/filename/136093.pdf, (Date of Accession: 07.07.2021).
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New Delhi overshadowed by China in the period of the rise 

of Asia, has been implementing a comprehensive and inclu-

sive foreign policy in recent period amid the Free and Open 

Indo-Pacific Strategy, US policy of containment of China, the 

withdrawal of US troops from Afghanistan, the increasingly 

negative image of China in the West and the recent Ukraine 

War. Realizing that being an effective actor in the global arena 

goes through regional peace and energy security, India follows 

a series of policies in this sense. For instance; Narendra Modi, 

who took office in 2014, became the first Indian Prime Minister 

to visit all five Central Asian States.[1] The increasing importance 

of Central Asia in both trade and security and its underground 

riches are among the factors that attract Modi to the region. In-

dia has also taken steps to strengthen its ties with Gulf nations. 

In this way, India has guaranteed its own energy and trade se-

curity.

Having strong strategic alliances with the West, India has also 

conducted its relations with Russia, which has lately been sub-

ject to Atlantic sanctions, on the sensitive diplomatic ground 

and has achieved great gains in the defense industry and en-

ergy import. Finally, Modi who is trying to establish diplomat-

ic relations with both the Afghan administration and the new 

Pakistani administration has implemented a kind of principle 

of “Think Globally, Act Locally”. These opening policies, which 

started at a time when the polarization increased and the new 

great game started, are an indication of India’s flexibility, ad-

aptability, geographical advantage and qualified staff.

In order to achieve its objectives, India has brought a unique 

card into prominence that has its own. The Bay of Bengal Ini-

tiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation 

(BIMSTEC) is the latest step in New Delhi’s efforts to create a 

regional security architecture. BIMSTEC, which was declared 

with the signing of the Bangkok Declaration on June 6, 1997, was 

established to promote economic cooperation between the 

countries surrounding the Bay of Bengal. Announcing a char-

ter that would put BIMSTEC into an institutional structure at the 

summit held in 2022, the organization, which had an irregular 

meeting schedule for many years, and was far from an institu-

tional appearance, should be considered as a signal that will 

follow a more active program. There are certain reasons for 

this situation.

BIMSTEC region, although it is seen as a small area and has 

remained in the background, is home to around 1.5 billion peo-

ple, that is, nearly 22 percent of the global population with a 

combined gross domestic product (GDP) of US$2.7 trillion.[2] 

The recent increase in the strategic value of the Indo-Pacific 

region has also enhanced the geopolitical and geoeconomic 

weight of the Bay of Bengal, which is at the center of this region. 

Because  Bengal, the world’s largest Bay,  geographically dom-

inates the entire eastern side of the Indian Ocean that is the 

most dynamic region where trade and energy flows take place.

The fact that the area is economically open to investment and 

provides a wealth of opportunities is another substantial fea-

ture. The gap between current infrastructure investments and 

demand in South Asia is estimated by the Asian Development 

Bank to be about 160 billion dollars annually.[3] Considering 

that these needs include physical infrastructures such as ports, 

bridges, highways, railways, airports as well as digital infrastruc-

tures, the regional targets of not only India but also other coun-

tries are understandable.

The above-mentioned economic and geopolitical factors are 

the real justifications for India’s desire to restart BIMSTEC. In ad-

dition to these factors, India also views BIMSTEC as a transitional 

organization that will enable it to move from a regional to a 

global actor by fostering peace in the area. As is well known, 

since India announced that it would not attend the SAARC Sum-

mit, which was scheduled to take place in Pakistan in 2016 as a 

result of the tension between Pakistan and India, and subse-

quently announced that other nations would not go, New Delhi 

has pushed BIMSTEC ahead of SAARC.  However, considering 

the power balance and recent developments in 2022, it would 

not be wrong to say that India’s security is based on a common 

and win-win approach with countries in the region rather than 

the exclusion of Pakistan and other countries with which it has 

problems. In this respect, BIMSTEC can serve as an instrument to 

help New Delhi start a regional peace process.
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took provocative actions. In addition, Russian Deputy Foreign 

Minister Sergei Ryabkov said that he cannot rule out the possi-

bility of deploying troops to Venezuela and Cuba, which is inter-

preted as an indirect threat.[7]

As it will be remembered, in the “Venezuela Presidential Crisis” in 

2019, while the USA, Brazil, and many EU countries supported Ma-

duro’s rival Juan Guaido, the Moscow administration stood by 

Maduro. In other words, the mutual support of the parties, which 

was strong before the war, increased even more despite the 

rising pressures due to the recently negotiated cooperation.

Russia and Venezuela significantly expanded their econom-

ic, political, and military relations in the 2000s. The USA’s heavy 

sanctions against Venezuela and its support for regime change 

demands are among the most critical factors that positive-

ly affect the relations on the Moscow-Caracas line. However, 

when it was understood that the closer convergence of the two 

sanctioned states over oil would be an inevitable result, it was 

seen that the US began to ease its oil sanctions against Vene-

zuela.[8] However, in terms of the Maduro administration, while 

his power is under threat due to the attitude of the USA and 

other actors, It is unlikely that friendly relations with Russia will 

be abandoned because of this “mitigation.” On the other hand, 

it can be thought that Putin aims to take over the energy sector 

with Venezuela. In this case, it does not seem possible for the 

West to prevent future partnerships between the two and even 

other countries.

Pointing to the development of concrete projects and deep-

ening cooperation with Russian companies, Faria expressed his 

hope that Moscow and Caracas could overcome the issues re-

lated to US sanctions. “The conditions in which we find ourselves 

as a result of the actions of the US administration have hindered 

the development of the oil industry,” Faria said. He stated that 

investments, financing and credit opportunities, equipment, 

and spare parts purchases were affected. It is observed that 

Putin often makes statements in this direction. Therefore, there 

is a parallelism between the discourses of the two countries.

Pointing to the alternative financial systems developed by Rus-

sia, China, and India to circumvent the West’s “blockade,” Far-

ia emphasized that “more and more countries are interacting 

with Russia and are not afraid of the consequences they are 

threatened with.” In addition, the Venezuelan Foreign Minister 

expressed his support for Russia’s stance on the crisis in Ukraine, 

saying that Caracas sees that the Putin administration is ready 

their relations.

Since the energy sector is of great importance for the parties, it 

seems likely that they will make a special effort to expand their 

cooperation in this field and form a block in energy in the future. 

This creates a driving force in the development of relations be-

tween Venezuela, which is in the first place due to having 18.2% 

of the world oil reserves, and Russia, which is in the eighth place 

with 8% of that reserves.[2] Similarly, the positions of the parties 

in the natural gas field are pretty strong. Russia ranks first with 

24.3% of the world’s natural gas reserves, and Venezuela ranks 

eighth with 2.8%.[3]

After the start of the Russia-Ukraine War, the impact of the en-

ergy sector, in particular, has led to new searches on a global 

scale. For example, the European Union (EU) and Iran have an-

nounced that the stalled nuclear negotiations will resume “in 

the coming days.”[4] On the other hand, the issue of construct-

ing the 1,900-kilometer Eastern Mediterranean (EastMed) Natu-

ral Gas Pipeline to connect the gas reserves of the EU, Israel, and 

Cyprus to other EU members via Greece and Italy has come to 

the fore again.[5] In addition, Norwegian oil producer Equinor 

SA and Exxon Mobil took the first steps to increase oil produc-

tion by $8 billion off the coast of Brazil.[6] Russia, on the other 

hand, is advancing with Venezuela, one of its traditional allies. 

While global studies in energy security are gaining momentum, 

Russia and Venezuela are trying not to harm their stance that 

“does not bow to the demands of the West” to circumvent the 

sanctions. It is closely related to the fact that both countries 

make statements defending the multipolar world order.

Venezuela allows one side of Moscow to be close to the United 

States. Diplomatic relations established during the Soviet Union 

period gained depth, especially when Hugo Chávez came to 

power in Venezuela. Relations with Venezuela have become in-

tense since Russia’s arms sales to the country and distribution 

of oil reserves; Caracas’s opposition to the USA works in favor of 

Moscow. Venezuela, like Cuba and Nicaragua, is one of Russia’s 

allies in Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC), which can be 

considered its “safe.” In this respect, Russian decision-makers 

made many pre-and/or post-crisis visits to LAC countries, feel-

ing the pulse of these ports and reaping the fruits of all these 

well-calculated visits and shared common points. For example, 

it was seen that Venezuela took a stance in favor of Moscow 

regarding Russia’s annexation of Crimea. In the last crisis, Vene-

zuelan President Nicolás Maduro stated that Putin defended his 

people and that the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 
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Russia-Venezuela: Enhanced 
Cooperation with Sanctions
The messages that Moscow and Caracas will 

continue to expand their cooperation in the oil 

sector are increasing daily. Venezuelan Foreign 

Minister Carlos Faria stated that they are work-

ing on a new agreement with Russia to circum-

vent Western sanctions in finance and logistics. 

Meeting with Russian Foreign Minister Sergey 

Lavrov in Moscow on July 4, 2022, Faria made 

the following statement:[1]

“We have an extremely negative view of the 

policy pursued by the United States of America 

(USA) for many years. We unequivocally con-

demn the use of these illegal sanctions against 

various countries and governments. I would like 

to thank Russian President Vladimir Putin and 

the Russian Government for their political sup-

port of the national processes taking place in 

Venezuela.”

It is seen that Venezuela and Russia are getting 

closer to the USA in particular and the West in 

general due to the pressure they experience in 

the international arena. Both countries look to 

their allies to overcome their problems instead 

of meeting or reconciling with other states in 
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China’s Quests for an 
Anti-US Coalition
The two-week Asia-Pacific trip of Chinese For-

eign Minister Wang Yi ended on 14 July 2022. 

Wang Yi visited Myanmar, the Philippines, Thai-

land, Indonesia, and Malaysia during his journey 

and then attended the secretariat meetings 

of the Foreign Ministers of the G20 countries 

in Indonesia and the Association of Southeast 

Asian Nations (ASEAN).

Wang Yi’s trip is a counterattack designed 

against the United States (US) strategy of turn-

ing the Southeast Asian region into an “an-

ti-Chinese zone.” Beijing is reacting to the US 

attempt to create a “containment belt” against 

itself in Southeast Asia and is looking for ways 

to prevent it.

China is not only an attractive investment for 

the region’s countries in return for giving up 

their “anti-Chinese policies”; it also proposes to 

be a security guarantor for its strategic inter-

ests.

Wang Yi attended the ASEAN meeting in Ja-

karta on 11 July 2022, and in his speech at the 

meeting, he expressed his objections to the de-
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for dialogue and negotiations and hopes that an agreement will eventually be reached that takes into account the interests of both 

Moscow and Kyiv. Lavrov, on the other hand, welcomed the “normalization of the situation in and around Venezuela” and promised 

that Moscow would continue contributing in every way possible to the country’s sustainable development.

The parties share similarities in the context of exclusion from the West. Both countries oppose the “Western-centered system.” Al-

though this objection does not have a systematic dimension yet, it is in the construction phase. In this context, perhaps Russia and 

Venezuela may have taken a step towards the beginning of a concrete objection to the existing system by putting energy at the 

center. For this, they need the participation of other leading parties in the energy sector. However, it is not possible for other countries 

to position themselves on such a line. Otherwise, searches in this direction will be limited to “saving the day” for both countries. Al-

though the trump they have in encircling the West with the energy card in their hands is strong, but not enough yet, the duo can try to 

create an “energy triangle” by including a state from the Middle East or Africa in cooperation between them and thus become more 

active actors in the international arena.

[1] “Russia, Venezuela to Expand Oil Sector Cooperation”, Mehr News Agency, https://en.mehrnews.com/news/188736/Russia-Venezue-

la-to-expand-oil-sector-cooperation, (Date of Accession: 05.07.2022).

[2] “Oil Reserves by Country”, Worldometer, https://www.worldometers.info/oil/oil-reserves-by-country/, (Date of Accession: 06.07.2022).

[3] “Natural Gas Reserves by Country”, Worldometer, https://www.worldometers.info/oil/oil-reserves-by-country/(Date of Accession: 

06.07.2022).

[4] “EU-Iran Nuclear Talks Set to Resume in the ‘Coming Days’”, Euronews, https://www.euronews.com/2022/06/25/eu-iran-nuclear-

talks-set-to-resume-in-the-coming-days, (Date of Accession: 05.07.2022).

[5] “Construction of EastMed Gas Pipeline Becomes Topical Again”, Total Croatia News, https://www.total-croatia-news.com/poli-

tics/63919-construction-of-eastmed-gas-pipeline-becomes-topical-again, (Date of Accession: 05.07.2022).

[6] “Exclusive: Equinor, Exxon Agree to Expand Brazil Oil Operations”, Reuters, https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/exclu-

sive-equinor-exxon-agree-expand-brazil-oil-operations-2022-05-17/, (Date of Accession: 05.07.2022).

[7] Evan Ellis, “Russia’s Latest Return to Latin America”, Global Americans, https://theglobalamericans.org/2022/01/russia-return-lat-

in-america/, (Date of Accession: 22.01.2022).

[8] “U.S. to Offer Minor Sanctions Relief to Entice Venezuela to Talks”, NY Times, “https://www.nytimes.com/2022/05/17/us/politics/us-ven-

ezuela-oil-sanctions.html, (Date of Accession: 22.01.2022).
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foster mutual trust and friendship between the parties.[5]

The previous President of the Philippines, Rodrigo Duterte, tried to establish closer relations with Beijing during his six-year tenure; how-

ever, tensions over the South China Sea continued. The biggest problem has been the disputed maritime areas, and the attempts of 

Chinese ships toward the Philippines’ exclusive economic zone have created various problems. Wang Yi saw this problem and focused 

on developing cooperation between the two countries to solve the problem.

According to China, the Philippine Government will continue its friendly relationship and assist China’s effort to weaken US influence in 

Southeast Asia. Thus, China will support the Government of the Philippines. In return for China’s investments in agriculture, transportation, 

infrastructure, and energy sectors, the Philippine Government is expected further to develop its relations with China, including military 

relations.

On 6 July 2022, Wang Yi’s next stop was Thailand, and met with Thai Prime Minister Prayut Chan-Ocha. Following Wang Yi’s talks with 

Thailand’s Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Don Pramatvinai, an agreement was reached to establish a trilateral “economic 

relations corridor” between China, Thailand, and Laos based on logistical links trade and investment.

It has been stated that the primary goal of the corridor project in question is to build an economically interconnected system so that 

the three countries can achieve further economic development. Within the scope of the project, it is planned to establish a 734-kilom-

eter railway connection between the two countries.[6]

On 11 July 2022, Wang Yi met with Indonesian Investment Minister Luhut Binsar Panjaitan as part of the China-Indonesia Cooperation Dia-

logue Mechanism. Indonesian Foreign Minister Retno Marsudi also attended the meeting. During the talks, the prospects for strengthen-

ing cooperation between China and Indonesia for food security, establishing supply chains, and recovering global economic develop-

ment were discussed. At the meeting, it was stated that Indonesia and China agreed to intensify their efforts to develop the Belt-Road 

Project. Panjaitan has announced that it supports the Global Development Initiative and Global Security Initiative led by Indonesia and 

China and is willing to participate in the projects actively.[7]

In this regard, Indonesia has a similar view to China. Unlike the USA and Japan, it favors the development of dialogue with China and an 

ASEAN-centered regional development. Indonesia sees that China is on the rise, and this situation is not a threat to itself but an oppor-

tunity. In this sense, Indonesia follows a policy similar to the multi-faceted foreign policy principle of Central Asian countries. It pursues 

the procedure of obtaining maximum economic benefits through partnerships and not falling under the influence of any great power.

On the other hand, Indonesia is trying to implement the concept of “Global Maritime Basis” against China’s Belt-Road ProjectThe con-

cept of the “Global Maritime Pillar,” is an initiative put forward in 2014 that aims to transform the country into a global maritime power. 

The initiative aims to make Indonesia a maritime transport and logistics hub connecting the Pacific and Indian Oceans. In this context, 

Indonesia can be seen as an alternative to China’s project for the USA. Still, for Indonesia, neutrality is the most convenient strategy for 

maintaining the balance and relationship between the big centers.

Wang Yi, who visited Malaysia on 13 July 2022, met with his counterpart Saifuddin Abdullah.In addition, it was received by the Chinese 

Foreign Minister, Malaysian Ruler Abdullah II and Prime Minister Ismail Sabri Yaakob.

China and Malaysia agreed on issues such as taking the strategic partnership to a new dimension, development of transport and 

logistics lines in the context of the Belt-Road Project, China-Malaysia and Malaysia-Singapore railway and high-speed rail construction, 

China’s import of Malaysian agricultural products, and ensuring political consensus to ensure peace and stability in the region.[8]

As can be seen, China is trying to establish its sphere of influence in Southeast Asia. As it will be remembered, in May 2022, the Beijing 

administration attempted to make a new agreement with the countries of the region in the field of regional security and economy. 
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ing to be drawn into a new conflict and believes this is unac-

ceptable because Beijing thinks that confrontations between 

the blocks, which are tried to be created by the great powers, 

should be avoided.

Another issue that China is concerned about is the US effort 

to include India in its containment strategy against it. The 

two countries communicate and interact within global dia-

logue platforms and security organizations such as BRICS and 

Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO). However, due to the 

border problem between China and India and India’s special 

relations with the USA, the Washington-New Delhi rapproche-

ment increased; There is no significant development on the 

China-India line.

Wang Yi’s statements and diplomatic contacts during his trip to 

Asia indicate that Beijing is in a defensive position in the tension 

between East and West; however, it shows that this position will 

be insufficient for Beijing’s interests. Therefore, China believes 

it should follow a much more proactive policy against the US 

strategy.

On 4 July 2022, Wang Yi met with Myanmar Foreign Minis-

ter Wunna Maung Lwin. During this visit, the parties agreed to 

accelerate the construction of the China-Myanmar Econom-

ic Corridor. With the carrying of the abovementioned agree-

ment, cross-border power grid agreements, smooth operation 

of the China-Myanmar oil and gas pipeline, and development 

of the level of bilateral trade and economic cooperation will 

be ensured. In addition, China plans to increase imports of 

high-quality agricultural products from Myanmar and expand 

financial collaboration between the two sides.[4]

Wang Yi’s next visit was to the Philippines, which has been un-

der the US security umbrella since the Cold War era, from July 

5-6, 2022. Wang Yi expressed his readiness to deepen practical 

cooperation with the Philippines to initiate a new “golden age” 

in bilateral relations. Meeting with Wang Yi, Philippine President 

Ferdinand Marcos stated that China is not just a neighbor but 

also a “reliable partner and friend.” He also noted that the South 

China Sea issue should not be the main agenda item in bilat-

eral relations and should not limit their cooperation. Philippines 

National Security Advisor Clarita Carlos expressed his support 

for the two countries’ initiative to build a bright future togeth-

er for shared peace and prosperity in the Asia-Pacific region. 

He also emphasized that the Philippines is ready to expand its 

cooperation with China and resolve conflicts appropriately to 

velopments in the region clearly. Wang Yi made the following 

statement while addressing China’s neighbors:[1]

 “Today, countries in the region, including ASEAN, are forced to 

choose sides under pressure. We must protect the region from 

geopolitical interests, not fall prey to the law of the jungle, and 

not allow the great powers to use us as chess pieces in their 

rivalries.”

At the “3rd Central Asia-China Foreign Ministers” meeting held 

in Nur-Sultan, the capital of Kazakhstan, on 7 June 2022, the Chi-

nese Foreign Minister expressed similar wishes. Because Wang 

Yi warned the Central Asian countries that they should not en-

gage in geopolitical competition between the great powers 

and should not bow to and resist the pressures to side with the 

other side, China thinks that the USA wants to create problems 

for itself in Southeast Asia, as it does in Central Asia. It also re-

minds the countries of the region that they should not comply 

with the policies of the Washington administration.

Another essential statement in Jakarta was related to the Tai-

wan Issue. Wang Yi made the following statements in his expla-

nation on the subject:[2]

“Maintaining stability on both sides of the Taiwan Strait is pos-

sible by adhering to the One China principle. When the  One 

China principle is fully accepted, all sides of the Taiwan Strait 

will develop peacefully. But when the One China principle is 

challenged or sabotaged, dark clouds and even violent storms 

will cover the Taiwan Strait coast.”

Wang Yi argued that the United States was trying to play the 

Taiwan card to “undermine and constrain China’s develop-

ment.” In addition, Wang Yi held talks with US Secretary of State 

Antony Blinken on the sidelines of the G20 meeting held in Bali 

on 8 July 2022. In these talks, he tried to show that Beijing was 

not ready to make concessions to Washington and, at the 

same time, accused him of carrying out a global campaign 

against China. Wang Yi told Blinken that the United States has 

a growing understanding of Sinophobia (anti-Chinese hostili-

ty). In addition, he stated that if the knowledge of the Chinese 

threat continues to be enlarged to this extent, the US policy to-

wards China will come to a deadlock, and this will pave the way 

for a new Cold War.[3]

The Chinese Foreign Minister also conveyed to South Korea and 

India that the world’s leading regional powers are inevitably try-
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Is China’s “Near Abroad 
Doctrine” Changing?
According to a claim frequently made after 

Russia launched an attack on Ukraine on Feb-

ruary 24, 2022, Beijing started to follow Moscow’s 

path and switched to a more aggressive policy 

in its close vicinity.[1] In addition, China, which 

is influenced by the theses used by Moscow 

against the West and claims that the North At-

lantic Treaty Organization (NATO) is spreading 

towards Asia-Pacific in this context[2], follows 

Russia’s path in terms of both discourse and 

action. The latest example of this emerged in 

June 2022 when Chinese President Xi Jinping 

signed a new directive governing “non-com-

bat” military operations.[3] This decision 

aroused the concern that, just as Russia did to 

Ukraine, China might conduct an intervention 

against Taiwan in the future under the name 

of “special military operation”. The allegations 

that China has started to make military-securi-

ty moves in its close vicinity have started to be 

expressed much more strongly after the mili-

tary coup in Myanmar in February 2021.[4]

Again, the developments in the Afghani-

stan-Pakistan-Tajikistan-Iran axis in 2021 were 

interpreted as China trying to establish a ge-

opolitical line in its immediate surroundings. In 

this context, the Dushanbe administration’s ef-
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The countries in the region generally viewed this agreement positively; however, some countries have expressed concerns about the 

content of the agreement. For this reason, these countries have decided to postpone signing the agreement. The agreement’s con-

tent covered a wide range of issues, from establishing a free trade zone between the countries of the region and China to sending 

humanitarian aid. Closer cooperation in the security field between China and Pacific countries is also mentioned. Under the agree-

ment, Beijing offered to train local police and assist with compiling nautical charts and cybersecurity. In addition, China wanted to 

gain greater access to local mineral resources.[9]

As can be understood, the diplomatic rivalry between the USA and China is increasing in Southeast Asia. The region’s countries can 

choose between the two great powers’ proposals that suit them. China tells these states not to be a part of the competition so that 

the USA does not attract the region’s countries to its side and position themselves as opposing actors and tries to gain an advantage 

by making new proposals. For this reason, Beijing is not only economical but also looking for ways to improve cooperation in security.

[1] “Визит Ван И оккупировал Азию”, Kommersant, https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/5459048, (Date of Accession: 13.07.2022).

[2] “МИД Китая предупредил о “свирепых бурях” над Тайваньским проливом”, Ria Novosti, https://ria.ru/amp/20220711/tayvan-1801801928.html, (Date 

of Accession: 13.07.2022).

[3] “МИД Китая призвал США «перестать клеветать» на Китай”, Kommersant, https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/5457563, (Date of Accession: 13.07.2022).

[4] “Ван И провел переговоры с главой МИД Мьянмы Вунна Маунг Лвином”, russian.news.cn, http://russian.news.cn/20220704/b66228060fe441dca9d-

0b3cc21fbc37f/c.html, (Date of Accession: 13.07.2022).

[5] “Китай готов открыть новый “золотой век” в отношениях с Филиппинами — Ван И”, people.com.cn, http://russian.people.com.cn/n3/2022/0707/

c31520-10120249.html, (Date of Accession: 13.07.2022).

[6] “Китай и Таиланд договорились сотрудничать по четырем направлениям-Ван И”, news.cn, https://russian.news.cn/20220706/d7b2a58ed57e440b-

92c8275ae5499e0b/c.html, (Date of Accession: 13.07.2022).

[7] “Президент Индонезии Дж. Видодо встретился с Ван И”, people.com.cn, http://russian.people.com.cn/n3/2022/0712/c31520-10121784.html, (Date of 

Accession: 14.07.2022).

[8] “Китай и Малайзия определят новые цели и приоритеты для вывода двусторонних отношений на новую ступень-Ван И”, people.com.cn, http://

russian.people.com.cn/n3/2022/0713/c31520-10122682.html, (Date of Accession: 13.07.2022).

[9] “Китай и страны Тихого океана отложили подписание соглашения в сфере региональной безопасности и экономики – СМИ”, swissinfo.ch, https://

l24.im/g9usWX, (Date of Accession: 13.07.2022).
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curity-company-in-country/1023445/, (Date of Accession: 

14.07.2022).

[6] “Afghanistan: The Next Frontier for China’s Private-Security 

Companies?”, IISS, https://www.iiss.org/blogs/analysis/2021/10/

afghanistan-the-next-frontier-for-chinas-private-securi-

ty-companies, (Date of Accession: 14.07.2022).

[7] “India Keeps Close Watch as Wang Yi visits Myanmar”, Eco-

nomic Times, https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/de-

fence/india-keeps-close-watch-as-wang-yi-visits-myanmar/

articleshow/92624044.cms, (Date of Accession: 14.07.2022).

[8] “China Wants to Increase Its Military Presence Abroad”, Econ-

omist, https://www.economist.com/china/2022/05/05/china-

wants-to-increase-its-military-presence-abroad, (Date of Ac-

cession: 14.07.2022).

ed in the problems in the Asia-Pacific may also lead Beijing to 

adopt a more aggressive policy in its close environment. In this 

context, it is stated that among the Central Asian countries, es-

pecially Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, as well as Afghanistan, Kash-

mir, Myanmar and the Pacific islands may be Beijing’s new tar-

gets.

As it is known, in parallel with the eastward expansion of NATO, 

Russia has become even more aggressive. Today, a similar 

scenario may apply to China in the Asia-Pacific. The claim 

that the Beijing administration may launch a “special military 

operation” against Taiwan, based on the example of Ukraine, 

has been intensely brought up by international media organ-

izations. Moreover, it is also pointed out that after such an op-

eration, China may take action to take similar military-security 

measures over Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Myanmar and India. In 

short, it is thought that China’s principles of adherence to the 

territorial integrity and sovereignty of states in foreign policy will 

be replaced by a more pro-active military-security strategy in 

its immediate vicinity.

[1] “China Is Going to Be More Aggressive After Newly Signed 

Military Order: Analyst”, The Epoch Times, https://www.theep-

ochtimes.com/china-is-going-to-be-more-aggressive-after-

newly-signed-order-analyst_4539866.html, (Date of Accession: 

14.07.2022).

[2] “China Says NATO Has ‘Messed up Europe’ and Warns over 

Role in Asia-Pacific”, The Guardian, https://www.theguardian.

com/world/2022/apr/29/china-says-nato-is-messing-up-eu-

rope-and-warns-over-role-in-asia-pacific, (Date of Accession: 

14.07.2022).

[3] “Chinese Leader Xi Jinping Signs New Rules Governing ‘Non-

War’ Military Operations”, RFA, https://www.rfa.org/english/news/

china/military-rules-06132022153121.html, (Date of Accession: 

14.07.2022).

[4] “Uzmanlara göre ABD-Çin Rekabeti Myanmar’daki Dar-

beyi Tetikledi”, AA, https://www.aa.com.tr/tr/dunya/uzman-

lara-gore-abd-cin-rekabeti-myanmardaki-darbeyi-tetikle-

di-/2130854, (Date of Accession: 14.07.2022).

[5] “China Disappoints with Pakistan’s Refusal For Opening Se-

curity Company in Country”, The Print, https://theprint.in/world/

china-disappoints-with-pakistans-refusal-for-opening-se-
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China in this regard. However, if Beijing wants to show its pow-

er to the world, it can make military-security breakthroughs in 

its close vicinity. The latest military decree signed by Cinping is 

also a harbinger that China will act more aggressively towards 

its neighbors in the region. Because this “special military oper-

ation” can be carried out not only in Taiwan but also on other 

neighboring countries.

In short, the most important strategy lesson China has learned 

from Russia is the military-security moves in its close vicinity 

and the hybrid warfare method it uses in this sense. Howev-

er, the probability of China making a mistake is increasing day 

by day. Because the Beijing administration is starting to move 

away from traditional foreign policy principles.

In fact, the principle of loyalty to the territorial integrity and sov-

ereignty of other countries is the principle that China attach-

es the most importance to. However, it is seen that the Beijing 

administration has moved away from this line in recent years. 

To put it simply, it is claimed that clauses regarding the deploy-

ment of Chinese security forces to these countries have been 

added to the agreements it has made with Iran, Pakistan and 

the Solomon Islands. Ensuring the safety of China’s economic 

projects and Chinese workers is cited as the reason. In addition 

to the troop deployment strategy, the use of a special military 

operation method is also being considered. It can be foreseen 

that the application areas may be Tajikistan, Afghanistan, Kash-

mir and India (Aranucal Pradesh) as well as Taiwan.

In this context, Beijing recently requested to establish a secu-

rity company in Pakistan in order to protect its economic in-

vestments and citizens working in the projects in question, but 

Islamabad administration turned down the request.[5] It is 

claimed that China has made similar demands to countries 

such as Iran, the Solomon Islands, Afghanistan under Taliban 

rule[6] and Myanmar[7]. To put it more clearly, China can try 

to gain a military presence in the world by using the Belt-Road 

Project. In this context, it is estimated that China may establish 

military bases in countries such as Cambodia, Kenya, Tanzania, 

Pakistan, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Kiribati, Solomon Islands and Va-

nuatu in the medium and long term.[8] China cites the expan-

sion of Western powers, and especially NATO, towards Asia as 

the reason for this expansion.

The fact that NATO labels the rise of China as a threat in its new 

strategic concept and in this sense, it becomes more interest-

forts to coordinate with Tehran, Islamabad, Kabul and Beijing in 

the field of security were interpreted as the formation of a de 

facto military-security cooperation axis between these five ac-

tors. These moves, which started from South Asia, gained a new 

dimension in May 2022, when Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi 

went on a tour of the Pacific Islands. Then, Wang Yi attended 

the Foreign Ministers’ Meeting in June of the same year, which 

included five Central Asian states, and in the first week of July, 

he went on a tour of Southeast Asian countries including My-

anmar, Thailand, Philippines, Malaysia and Indonesia. All these 

expansions indicate that China is moving towards a change in 

the doctrine of the near environment.

The Near Environment Doctrine refers to the doctrine that Rus-

sia used to re-establish effectiveness in the post-Cold War era. 

Similarly, Beijing has tried to develop its foreign policy through 

the slogan of “The Great Re-Awakening of the Chinese Nation” 

after the 1990s. In the period of Xi Jinping, who came to power in 

2013, with the announcement of the Belt-Road Project, the “Chi-

nese Dream” discourse began to be used in foreign policy. In 

order to make this economic rise sustainable, China aimed to 

support its economic power with political and military moves.

China, which has been trying to modernize its army and invest-

ing in naval power for the last 50 years, may have started to 

change this strategy after the Russia-Ukraine War and focused 

on taking Moscow as an example in terms of its war capabilities 

(hybrid warfare). To put it more clearly, although the Beijing ad-

ministration is implementing a foreign policy line in line with the 

principle of not interfering in the internal affairs of other coun-

tries and respecting their sovereignty, Russia’s recent moves in 

Ukraine may have changed China’s ideas. China closely follows 

Russia’s actions in terms of the form and method of the war, 

the tactics used, and post-war perception management and 

disinformation. Therefore, Beijing may take action to apply the 

aforementioned methods in its own close circle in the coming 

periods.

Due to the Ukraine War, now the former Soviet geography 

has begun to worry more about Russia’s land power. But the 

countries of the region do not have such great fears against 

China. In fact, China can resort to a serious policy of military 

engagement towards its western and southern neighbors, Ta-

jikistan, Afghanistan and Pakistan, if it wishes. Indeed, it has such 

a capacity. However, it does not prefer this in the current con-

juncture. But Russia’s move to Ukraine may have encouraged 
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The Ministry announced that no agreement has been made 

with any government on coal export, that coal is sold through 

the private sector, and that the reason for the increase in pric-

es is the fluctuation in the international market. Taliban officials 

say that the price of a ton of coal in international markets is 350 

dollars.[6] However, Taliban officials do not clearly state whether 

exports will be realized in rupees. On the other hand, Pakistan’s 

Finance Minister Miftah Ismail said at the press conference after 

the Taliban’s moves that their coal purchases from Afghanistan 

depended on the decrease in prices.[7]

As a result, Pakistan needs coal, and the Taliban needs financial 

resources to create jobs for the people. Therefore, it is impossi-

ble to say that the issue will be suspended entirely. However, it 

can be predicted that the public’s sensitivity to Afghanistan will 

complicate the relations between the two states. Therefore, the 

parties may try to overcome the abovementioned problem by 

turning to public diplomacy.
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(Date of Accession: 14.07.2022).

//:Azadiradio, https ,”دش عونمم مخروت هار زا گنس لاغز تارداص“ [5]

da.azadiradio.com/a/31875747.html, (Date of Accession: 14.07.2022).

 ود زا شیب ار ناتسناغفا یتارداص گنس لاغذ تمیق نابلاط“ [6]

 ,VOA, https://www.darivoa.com/a/6636480.html ,”دنداد شیازفا ربارب

(Date of Accession: 14.07.2022).

 شهاک هب طورشم ار ناتسناغفا زا گنس لاغز تادراو همادا ناتسکاپ“ [7]

 ,Azadiradio, https://da.azadiradio.com/a/31929769.html ,”درک نآ یاهب

(Date of Accession: 14.07.2022).

to eliminate the energy shortage, that the payments would be 

made in rupees, the national currency of Pakistan, and that a 

committee would be established under the leadership of Paki-

stani Defense Minister Hodja Asif for this purpose.

Regarding the above imports, Sharif stated that his country 

could save more than $2.2 billion annually by purchasing coal 

from Afghanistan.[1] Local sources claim that Pakistan imports 

3,000 tons of coal from Afghanistan daily and plans to increase 

this to 20 thousand tons.[2] As understood from this, the Islam-

abad administration wants to purchase cheap coal. Afghani-

stan. The main reason why it brought up making payments in 

its currency is the use of its national currency in Afghanistan.

Pakistan’s close relations with the Taliban and the fact that it is 

a neighbor of Afghanistan influenced the choice above. How-

ever, the coal issue caused various reactions in the Afghan 

public. Afghans described the statements of the Prime Minister 

of Pakistan as a violation of their sovereign rights; He stated that 

the Taliban Government could not defend the interests of the 

Afghan people.

As it is known, with the Taliban’s domination of Afghanistan 

again, the international community has reduced its aid to Af-

ghanistan. However, the United States of America (USA) blocks 

Afghanistan’s national reserves, making it difficult for Afghan-

istan to print money. Apart from these, any state or interna-

tional organization does not recognize the Taliban Government. 

This situation requires foreign states and companies to invest 

in Afghanistan, thus making it difficult for him to deal with the 

Taliban. Afghan people are facing an economic and human-

itarian crisis because of the embargoes against the Taliban. 

Although the Taliban Government stabilizes the value of the 

Afghan currency through the remittances sent by the interna-

tional community as humanitarian aid, it sees the exploitation 

of Afghanistan’s mines as a solution to reduce the pressures of 

the international community, close the budget deficit and find 

a solution to the economic and social problems of the people, 

and is warm to coal exports. The Taliban Ministry of Finance an-

nounced that coal was exported to Pakistan worth $16 million in 

May 2022.[3] )  However, the Taliban took some new decisions 

after the public reaction. In this context, the Taliban Ministry of 

Finance increased the price of 1 ton of coal from $90 to $200. It 

also increased the customs tax on coal by 30%.[4] In addition, 

the most used coal is not from the Turham Border Gate; Paktiya 

has announced that it will be exported from Paktika and Hust 

Border Gates.[5]
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Coal Crisis on
Afghanistan-Pakistan Line
Pakistan is a country that does not have suffi-

cient natural resources and therefore is an en-

ergy importer. It is known that Pakistan imports 

coal, especially to generate electricity and run 

industrial establishments. In this sense, the Is-

lamabad administration imported coal from 

South Africa and Indonesia in the past; It met 

75% of its needs from South Africa. However, 

the Jakarta administration’s stopping of coal 

exports and the Russia-Ukraine War increased 

coal prices.

That situation led Islamabad to find new suppli-

ers. In this context, Pakistan tried to import coal 

from Afghanistan. According to the Afghanistan 

Ministry of Mines and Petroleum data, there are 

113 coal mines in Afghanistan; The country has 

850 million tons of coal reserves.

Pakistani Prime Minister Shahbaz Sharif shared 

Pakistan’s tendency to import coal from Af-

ghanistan on his social media account. In this 

context, Sharif announced that his country 

would increase coal imports from Afghanistan 
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In this framework, long-lasting and constructive cooperation is 

forming between Tashkent and Ashgabat in the fields of ecolo-

gy, environmental protection, and water management system. 

As both countries have experience in resolute dispute on water 

management, related officials of parties had been conduct-

ing meetings on a regular basis. Hence it has been decided 

the establishment of an Intergovernmental Commission on 

Water Management Issues. In this context, it is prominent that 

Mr. Berdimuhamedow and Mr. Mirziyoyev sign the historic Amu 

Darya Agreement, which will ensure the efficient use of water 

resources.

The other critical affairs in bilateral relations are the matters of 

transportation and transits. By improving the links of transport 

and logistics, collaboration processes are accelerating. The 

main reasons for this can be listed as follows:

Central Asian countries, including Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan, 

are subject to some obstacles in accessing large world mar-

kets due to their geographical location.

Traditional transportation and logistics networks are disrupted 

due to instability in various regions.

Geopolitical facts associated with sanctions policy for Russia 

and Belarus limit the possibilities of the North Corridor, where a 

significant part of the transportation of goods from the region 

is carried out.

It is therefore essential to strengthen the transport and tran-

sit capacities of Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan. In this respect, 

on June 6, 2022, Uzbekistan International Union of Railways and 

Turkish Railways Agency representatives has discussed the is-

sue of organizing container cargo transport along multimodal 

transport corridors, increasing cargo transport in transit traffic 

and co-operation in infrastructure development.[6]

Furthermore, the integration of the two countries’ communica-

tion systems makes it possible to split-second access to the 

markets of third countries and regions. In particular, the parties 

are working together to maximize the potential of the Uzbek-

istan-Turkmenistan-Caspian Sea-Caucasus transport route. 

This corridor has been designed the provide access to Geor-

gia and Turkey’s Black Sea ports as well as the European Union 

(EU) markets. Relatively through this, the volume of goods trans-

ported between the two countries by land and rail is increas-

ing from day to day. To give an instance, in 2021, international 

freight shipments between Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan was 

1.7 million tons by rail and 0.3 million tons by road and amount-

ing to about 2 million tons by 18% increase in 2020.[7]

The meeting of the two Presidents revealed a wide range of 

co-operation in Uzbekistan-Turkmenistan relations. Following 

the meeting between the leaders, several agreements were 

signed. There are 19 texts of reconciliation between govern-

ments and institutions covering areas such as border trade 

and interregional cooperation, covering transportation, traffic, 

agriculture, tourism, common water use, trade, science-tech-

nical, chemistry, industry, foreign affairs, customs, railroads, jus-

tice, youth policies, and publishing.[1] Additionally, bilateral talks 

resulted in decisions concerning the future, the implementation 

of industrial cooperation projects, the expansion of trade, the 

construction of border trade zones, and the opening of joint 

project offices.[2]

Trade and economic cooperation have also been influenced 

by the leader-to-leader relations between the two countries. 

Recent trade data shows that slightly over 200 million dollars 

exchanged hands between the two countries in 2016. That fig-

ure increased by 67.6% to 902 million dollars by the end of 2021. 

Comparatively, the trade volume between the parties between 

January and May of 2022 was 322.6 million dollars, an increase 

of 1.2% over the same period in 2021.[3]

Industrial cooperation projects also play an important role in 

the development of commercial and economic cooperation 

between the two countries. In the two states, joint ventures op-

erate in a variety of sectors of the economy to carry out pro-

jects. As a result, the number of Turkmenistan-assisted busi-

nesses in Uzbekistan has increased from 11 to 162, an increase of 

15 times on average. It is estimated that 61 enterprises in Turk-

menistan originate from Uzbekistan, including large ones such 

as UzAvtoSanoat JSC and UZ Agrotek Sanoat Holding JSC.[4]

In addition to all these, in October 2021, the President of Turk-

menistan, Mr. Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedow and Mr. Mirziyoyev; 

have agreed to develop cooperation in various industries such 

as automobile assembly, chemical products, manufacturing of 

building materials and deep processing of cotton fibre.[5] By 

replacing imports from third countries with competitive prod-

ucts produced in Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan and sold in both 

countries’ markets, such joint projects accelerate economic 

growth.

Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan are giving preference to ensuring 

the rational and integrated use of transboundary water and 

energy sources and the environmental sustainability of the re-

gion, across the border of Central Asia.
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A New Level of Strategic Part-
nership: Uzbekistan-Turk-
menistan Relations
Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan are two nations 

with common historical roots. Therefore, the 

parties prioritize solidifying their cooperation on 

the basis of similar religious beliefs, languag-

es, cultures, and national traditions. In addi-

tion to demonstrating the countries’ desire to 

enhance their constructive political dialogue, 

the high level of bilateral contact also demon-

strates their desire to enhance their economic 

and commercial cooperation for mutual ben-

efit.

As a reflection of the partnership, Turkmenistan 

President Mr. Serdar Berdimuhamedow made 

a two-day visit to the capital of Uzbekistan on 

July 14-15, 2022, at the invitation of Uzbekistan 

President Mr. Shavkat Mirziyoyev. It is important 

that Mr. Berdimuhamedow’s first visit to Tash-

kent will lay the foundation for building efficient 

bilateral relations that will lead to a new and 

higher level of bilateral cooperation.
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The Road to Peace on the 
Moscow-Kyiv Line: The Grain 
Corridor
There are two important problems caused by 

the Russia-Ukraine War, which started on Feb-

ruary 24, 2022, at the global level. These can be 

expressed as the energy issue and the food cri-

sis. While Western states are currently search-

ing for an alternative to Russian natural gas, the 

“Grain Corridor” formula, which emerged under 

the leadership of Türkiye, can be described as 

an important success in overcoming the food 

crisis that is likely to occur and preventing its 

devastating consequences. Because it was 

expected that a major food crisis would affect 

global markets starting from December 2022. 

As a matter of fact, even in the current situa-

tion, the increase in food prices indicated that 

a great depression had begun.

Undoubtedly, this situation was due to the de-

terioration in global supply chains due to the 

war between Ukraine and Russia, which are 

among the most important grain producers in 

the world, and the deepening of the problems 
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пример взаимовыгодного сотрудничества”, CIS, https://e-cis.info/

news/568/90766/, (Date of Accession: 16.07.2022).

[5] “Узбекистан и Туркменистан подписали два десятка документов”, 

Fergana, https://fergana.agency/news/123247/, (Date of Accession: 

16.07.2022).

[6] “Узбекистан и Туркменистан выстраивают мультимодальный 

транспортный коридор”, Yangi Uzbekistan, https://yuz.uz/ru/news/uz-

bekistan-i-turkmenistan-vstraivayut-multimodalny-transportny-koridor, 

(Date of Accession: 16.07.2022).

[7] “Expert and Academic community discussed in Tashkent the prospects 

for the development of Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan relations”, News 

Central Asia, http://www.newscentralasia.net/2022/07/13/expert-and-ac-

ademic-community-discussed-in-tashkent-the-prospects-for-the-devel-

opment-of-uzbekistan-and-turkmenistan-relations/, (Date of Accession: 

16.07.2022).

Tashkent and Ashgabat are intensively making an effort to 

strengthen regional co-operation. The parties believe the im-

plementation of major infrastructure projects will assist Af-

ghanistan to achieve its economic integration. This means that 

such projects will be a significant factor in the preservation of 

peace and stability in Central Asia. The situation has been one 

of the main agenda items in the meeting of the two Presidents 

in Tashkent. The leaders once again has confirmed that they 

are ready to continue working together to improve Afghani-

stan’s socio-economic recovery. The implementation of ener-

gy, transport and communication projects plays a significant 

role in this respect. For example, Ashgabat leads projects for the 

construction of the Turkmenistan Afghanistan-Pakistan-India 

(TAPI) Naturalgas Pipeline and Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Paki-

stan (TAP) Power Transmission Line and promotes the devel-

opment of railway communications.  Taskent also implements 

major infrastructure projects such as Mazar-i-Sharif-Kabul-Pe-

shawar Railway and Surkhan-Pul-e-Khumri Power Line, as well 

as improving commercial co-operation. In other words, both 

capitals take steps to develop ties with Afghanistan, implement 

joint infrastructure projects and provide comprehensive hu-

manitarian assistance to the Afghan people.

As a result, the leaders of Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan are likely 

to seek to strengthen practical co-operation that provides mu-

tual benefit at the bilateral and regional level. This willpower re-

veals a road map of sustainable development in Central Asia. 

Therefore, relations between the two countries that develop on 

the axis of mutual respect and trust also serve the environment 

of regional co-operation and prosperity.

[1] “Узбекистан и Туркменистан расширяют всестороннее 

сотрудничество”, Anadolu Ajansı, https://www.aa.com.tr/ru/

мир/узбекистан-и-туркменистан-расширяют-всестороннее-

сотрудничество/2637122, (Date of Accession: 16.07.2022).

[2] “Президенты Узбекистана и Туркменистана выразили 

удовлетворение результатами переговоров и отметили большой 

потенциал двустороннего сотрудничества”, CIS, https://e-cis.info/

news/566/101869/, (Date of Accession: 16.07.2022).

[3] “Infographics: Uzbekistan’s trade with Turkmenistan”, Review UZ, https://

review.uz/en/post/infografika-torgovlya-uzbekistana-s-turkmenistanom, 

(Date of Accession: 16.07.2022).

[4] “Узбекско-туркменское стратегическое партнёрство – яркий 
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[2] “Tahıl Koridoru Anlaşması İmzalandı: Gemilerin Karaden-

iz’den Geçişi Nasıl Sağlanacak?”, BBC Türkçe, https://www.bbc.

com/turkce/haberler-dunya-62261317, (Date of Accession: 

23.07.2022).

[3] Aynı yer.

[4] “Tahıl Krizi İstanbul’da Çözüldü, Türkiye’ye Tebrik Yağdı”, TRT 

Haber, https://www.trthaber.com/haber/gundem/tahil-krizi-is-

tanbulda-cozuldu-turkiyeye-tebrik-yagdi-696609.html, (Date 

of Accession: 23.07.2022).

[5] “Tahıl Krizine İstanbul İmzası/Türkiye’nin Diplomasi Zaferi…”, 

Youtube, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3EEK6RMneyc, 

(Date of Accession: 23.07.2022).

ical references, has opened the door for the UN to carry out 

conflict processes more successfully. In other words, while An-

kara increases its influence in international politics, it does not 

implement ambitious and imperialist policies, on the contrary, 

it is positioned as a “peace maker” actor, and this brings Türkiye 

to become “the balancer of the imbalance in the system”.[5]

In line with all this information, it can be stated that the Rus-

sia-Ukraine War increased Türkiye’s geopolitical importance 

not only in terms of military security and power balances in the 

Black Sea, but also in terms of overcoming the food crisis by 

eliminating the damage in the global supply chain and even in 

terms of the future of the international system. For this reason, 

it is possible that the cyclical problems in Türkiye-West relations 

will be replaced by a more constructive atmosphere. Because 

the developments once again reveal the need of the West for 

Türkiye.

Moreover, thanks to the “Grain Corridor”, the resumption of con-

tacts between Russia and Ukraine after months makes it pos-

sible to interpret this corridor as a route to peace. Therefore, it 

can be predicted that the contacts between the parties will 

increase in the future. Of course, if ceasefire and peace talks 

start, it is likely that Istanbul will be the natural address of the 

mediation processes to be carried out.

As a result, Türkiye has undertaken a constructive role in over-

coming the food crisis that awaits the world and has succeed-

ed in finding a concrete solution. Thus, Ankara offered the UN, 

which was criticized for its inadequacy in the face of crises, an 

opportunity to correct its image. Of course, this situation not 

only showed the importance of Türkiye in the eyes of the West 

once again, but also prevented a crisis in which oppressed na-

tions would face harsh conditions. In addition, the ”Grain Corri-

dor” has also opened the way to peace, confirming the confi-

dence of the warring parties in Ankara. This can be described 

as a harbinger that the mediation diplomacy conducted by 

Türkiye in the context of the Russia-Ukraine War will continue 

increasingly.

[1] “Türkiye Tahıl Koridoru Anlaşmasında Uygulamanın da Kalbi 

Oluyor”, TRT Haber, https://www.trthaber.com/haber/gundem/

turkiye-tahil-koridoru-anlasmasinda-uygulamanin-da-kal-

bi-oluyor-696574.html, (Date of Accession: 23.07.2022).
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was seen as inevitable. Therefore, a much more severe picture would be encountered before the damage caused by the Covid-19 

epidemic on global supply chains could be eliminated, and unemployment and inflation rates would increase all over the world. 

Undoubtedly, this scenario could also lead to an acceleration of migration movements, as it would cause a much more severe situ-

ation in African countries, which already have difficulties in accessing food, which is one of the basic human needs. In this sense, it is 

possible to say that Türkiye’s mediation diplomacy, which aims to develop proactive policies in the face of crises, bore fruit through 

the “Grain Corridor”.

Thanks to the said agreement, the export of 25 million tons of grain waiting in Ukrainian ports has been paved. According to this, the 

security of the passage of ships in the ports in question through the Black Sea and the Bosphorus will be ensured, and a common 

security center will be established in Istanbul in order not to sabotage the process by an actor.[1]

In this context, the agreement signed in Istanbul on July 22, 2022 seems to have opened the way to peace. It is also possible to un-

derstand the importance of the agreement from the participation of United Nations (UN) Secretary General Antonio Guterres at the 

signing ceremony and the statements he made about the corridor. The UN Secretary-General emphasized that the light of hope had 

emerged in the Black Sea and said, “The world needed this more than ever before”[2]and thanked Türkiye for its efforts to achieve 

reconciliation.[3]

As it can be understood, Ankara’s diplomatic efforts to achieve peace are appreciated by the whole world. Because Türkiye is the 

main country that has succeeded in bringing the warring parties together since May 2022 through both the Antalya Diplomacy Forum 

and the Istanbul Summit. Therefore, it is very important that Istanbul is once again the first place where Russian and Ukrainian dele-

gations met face to face on July 13, 2022, months later.

While in the statement made by the United States of America (USA) due to the corridor that led to increased hopes for peace, it was 

said, “The United States welcomes this step,” and thanked the UN and Türkiye for their diplomatic leadership in the conclusion of this 

agreement,[4]in the text published from the office of the European Union (EU) High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security 

Policy Josep Borrell, “The current agreement provides an opportunity to reverse this negative trend… We commend Türkiye for its 

important role in mediating this agreement and supporting its implementation” statements are included. In addition, British Foreign 

Secretary Liz Truss commented, “We applaud Türkiye and the UN Secretary-General for their efforts in reaching this agreement.”

At this point, it is necessary to mention the reasons for Türkiye’s success in bringing actors together. On the one hand, while Türkiye, 

which is a member of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and therefore located in the Western World, has a clear stance 

on the territorial integrity of Ukraine and does not recognize the annexation of Crimea in violation of international law, expressing it 

openly on every platform gives confidence to the Kyiv administration, on the other hand, Türkiye’s successful processes with Russia in 

conflict areas such as the Astana Process and the Karabakh Conflict have also made Moscow warm to Ankara’s mediation. Because 

of this, Türkiye came to the forefront as the only actor trusted by both sides during the Russia-Ukraine War, and this allowed Istanbul 

to become the central address of mediation.

Another point that needs to be mentioned is that the justification of the “The World is Bigger Than 5” statement that Türkiye uses in 

her criticisms of the UN is confirmed through the “Grain Corridor”. Because the UN’s need for Türkiye to prevent the food crisis that all 

humanity and especially the oppressed nations will face severely, has revealed that the system can actually be formulated as “5+1”.

More importantly, the main issue that the UN has been heavily criticized for many years is the organization’s ineffectiveness in the face 

of crises. In this sense, the recent past is full of dozens of examples of crises in which the UN is incapable of finding a solution. However, 

the fact that Türkiye has begun to overcome its position as a medium-sized regional power in the international system, is preparing 

to position itself as a pole in the world evolving into multipolarity, and accordingly, showing great power reflexes based on its histor-
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